
The Rowans Play Area

December 2023



Area to be cleared, 2 new trees and 
additional bushes to be planted. Area to be 
covered with bark. New wooden fence 
between neighbour and the play area up to 
footpath at the front. MPC to undertake this 
work

1. Metal fence with self-shutting gate

Existing bench - leave

2. New rubbish bin

3. Refurbish existing see-saw

4. Refurbish existing swing. Change one seat to an ‘inclusive’ type seat

5. Inclusive activity playhouse with small slide

6. Climbing net with ‘rubber mulch’ up the side of the hill

7. Small fort with extra walls 
on top of hill

8. Surface needs to be a combination of rubber mulch and/or hot 
pour with linking paths. Areas must be safe under the equipment. 
The whole shaded area needs to enable wheelchairs, strollers, 
prams and those with walking difficulties easy access to all 
equipment with no trip hazards.

Quote required for the following:

1. Metal fence with self-shutting gate 
along frontage of area approved to  
child safety standards.

2. New rubbish bin to replace 
existing bin.

3. Refurbish the existing see-saw
4. Refurbish the exiting swing and 

replace one seat with an ‘inclusive’ 
type seat.

5. Replace existing playhouse with a 
new all-inclusive type activity 
centre with climbing opportunities 
and a small slide.

6. Install a climbing net up the side of 
the hill. Needs a ‘hot pour’ base 
under the net.

7. Install a small fort with some extra 
walls on the top of the hill.

8. Remove existing bark and install a 
new surface which needs to be a 
combination of rubber mulch/hot 
pour in the appropriate places. 
Equipment could be linked with a 
resin type path. The finished 
surface must allow easy access for 
wheelchair users, baby buggies, 
prams and those with walking 
difficulties. No trip hazards.

9. [note: removed bark could be 
spread around the cleared area 
shown on the drawing]

Root Barrier

Drawing given to potential suppliers
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